
Pattern Evidence Research at CSAFE

In the past decade or so, there has been a push to introduce more quantitative methods into the
analysis and interpretation of forensic evidence.  Progress has been understandably slow in the area of
pattern evidence, because the type of data that arise in the pattern disciplines are mostly images which
are often times blurred or partially observed. In 2014, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) called for proposals to establish a center that would address some of the challenges
associated with the analysis and evaluation of pattern and digital evidence, and this resulted in the
creation of the Center for Statistics and Applications in Forensic Evidence (CSAFE) in 2015.
CSAFE is a NIST Center of Excellence in Forensic Science. The Center is a consortium of five universities
at present:  Iowa State University (lead), Carnegie Mellon University, University of Virginia, University of
California Irvine and Duke University. Its three-fold mission is:

· To develop statistical and probabilistic methods to improve analysis and interpretation of
pattern and digital evidence.

· To engage the community of forensic practitioners and researchers to transfer knowledge and
expertise in both directions.

· To deliver training and continuing education programs for forensic practitioners, the legal
profession, and students at all levels.

CSAFE has now been in operation over four years, and has developed active research programs in
firearms and toolmarks, footwear impressions, blood stain pattern analysis, handwriting, and latent
print analysis. While CSAFE researchers have established productive partnerships with practitioners in
several of the major crime labs, there is much more that could be done in that regard.
In the first half of the presentation, I will give an overview of the CSAFE projects on the analysis and
interpretation of pattern evidence, and highlight those that have advanced enough for “real world”
testing.  As an example, ISU researchers have developed a semi-automated algorithm to quantify the
similarity between two bullets; the algorithm has the potential to become an additional useful tool for
firearm examiners. Two other projects, one on footwear impressions and another one on handwriting
analysis are also mature enough for testing in conditions that are more realistic.
In the second half of the talk, I will focus on opportunities for labs and individual examiners to
participate in training and other educational opportunities.  CSAFE has dedicated funding for training
and instruction, so we can offer half-day or full-day programs on-site, at no cost to the laboratory or the
participant.  At present, we offer educational modules in general statistics useful for forensic
practitioners, on the quantitative evaluation and interpretation of evidence, on statistical learning
algorithms (machine learning) in forensic practice, and in statistical approaches in specific disciplines
including firearms, footwear impressions and glass fragments.  In addition to on-site training
opportunities, we also offer hands-on-training workshops at CSAFE headquarters in Ames, IA, where
Iowa State University is located.
At this stage in the Center’s existence, it is critically important that we strengthen and expand our
collaborations with crime laboratories, both large and small, so we are grateful for the opportunity to
provide an update of some of our activities.


